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The influence of image on virtual sound source localization, called the “image proximity
effect” or the “ventriloquism effect,” is a well-known phenomenon. This paper focuses on
other aspects related to this effect, namely the impact of the visual angle of the presented
object and 3-D video content on sound perception. The research conducted confirmed that the
visual angle of the presented object determines the image proximity effect regardless of the
screen size. An interesting observation was made when studying the impact of 3-D video on
virtual sound source localization. When two objects are displayed in a 3-D scene, the viewer’s
attention is more attracted by the object that is closer to the viewer (negative parallax). Two eye-
gaze tracking systems were exploited in the presented experiments to objectivize the obtained
results.

0 INTRODUCTION

One sensory stimulus can make various human senses
respond simultaneously. We are accustomed to perceiving
the world based on combined inputs from our senses re-
sulting in interactions between two or more different sen-
sory modalities. This phenomenon is called multimodal (or
cross-modal) perception. The most well known example of
multimodal perception is the McGurk effect. The McGurk
and McDonald experiment consisted in presenting audio
and visual stimuli with inconsistent contents to participants.
They asked the participants to watch the face of a person
saying the syllables “ga-ga” while the audio presented the
syllables “ba-ba” synchronously to the image. The major-
ity of subjects claimed they heard syllables “da-da” in the
presented audio-visual sample [1].

Much research dedicated to multimodal perception phe-
nomena has been carried out over the years [2–14]. There
are interactions between different modalities. Harrar and
Harris [14] noticed that the perceived location of a visual
stimulus, an auditory stimulus, and a tactile stimulus are
shifted when the head is not aligned with the body. There
are many other aspects of multimodal perception apart from
the orientation of the head relative to the body. It is worth
noting that multimodal perception is currently a very pop-
ular research topic. For example it is widely understood
in sound engineering that stimulating a tactile sense while

"consuming" multimedia content enhances the perceptual
experience and makes it more profound [15], [16]. The em-
ployment of three communication channels (vision, hear-
ing, and touch) in virtual environments (VEs) is a common
procedure. Interesting experiments focusing on the param-
eters that influence the quality of audio-tactile VEs were
conducted by Altinsoy [17]. In our work we investigated
a phenomenon of audio-visual correlations. As mentioned
before, the McGurk effect is the most well known example
of audio-visual illusion related to multimodal perception.
Nevertheless, there also exist other interesting perceptual
phenomena resulting from simultaneous auditory and visual
stimulation. We focused specifically on the aspect of how
vision affects the localization of a sound source in the stereo
basis (two-channel stereophony). It should be emphasized
that most 3-D video content is accompanied by surround
sound. Although a lot of research has been so far done on
different aspects of 3-D video and surround sound [18], [19]
technologies, the impact of a stereoscopic object on sound
perception is still seen as a relatively complex phenomenon.
Therefore, we concentrated on more basic features of this
phenomenon, i.e., on a two-channel stereophony accompa-
nying a 3-D video. The novelty of our research lies within
the advanced technology of eye-gaze tracking that we used
in the explorations.

The shift of virtual sound source toward the visual stimu-
lus is often described by the term ventriloquism effect [10],
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[20–25] or image proximity effect [11], [26]. The former
refers to the effect that may appear when the measured
sound directions are “pulled” toward the visible anchors
(ventriloquism effect) [27], [28]. Generally, both phenom-
ena based on bimodal perception may result in the virtual
sound source shift toward the visual stimulus. This audi-
tory sound source shift is usually determined in a subjective
way. The subjects are asked to indicate the sound direction
by pointing to the apparent location of the virtual sound
source in the stereo basis. A shift in the direction of the
visual stimulus is observed when subjects’ responses are
compared to the controlled condition (localization of sound
direction in the case of audio stimulation only) [23].

An appropriate illustration of this phenomenon is the ex-
periment carried out by Witkin et al. in 1952 [13]. They
researched the influence of the announcer’s face on local-
ization of his voice. In the first step of the experiments,
subjects watched the announcer and listened to his voice.
In the next step, they listened to his voice only. Subjects’
responses referring to the first case indicated that the an-
nouncer’s voice was located in the center of the stereo basis.
In the second case (when the subjects had closed their eyes),
they perceived the direction of the voice as being on the left
or right side. Toole observed that the announcer’s voice is
often localized in the part of the screen where the moving
lips show, and he related this phenomenon to the prece-
dence effect [29]. It is worth noting that the ventriloquism
effect also occurs while watching audio-visual content in
the form of movies. For this reason, all test samples used
in our experiments were fragments of professional movies
realized by a stereoscopic technique.

Sound source localization could also be regarded from a
different perspective. There are many studies dedicated to
improving the localization of sound sources during the pro-
cess of music recording. Sound source localization could
find application in movie production, in virtual reality en-
vironments or in teleconferences and distance learning ap-
plications using 3-D audio [30], [31].

Moreover, the localization of sound sources impacts the
auditory experience of listeners. Roginska [32] proved that
stimuli perceived inside a listener’s head cause a more accu-
rate and faster response as to their localization than stimuli
perceived as externalized.

Spatial audio and virtual sound source localization are
important in different contemporary applications. For ex-
ample it seems desirable to create a feeling of a real-life
meeting with each speaker’s position properly recognized
[33] during teleconferences of several participants.

Furthermore, advanced multichannel audio systems sup-
port impression of a viewer’s tele-presence. Hamasaki
et al. [34], [35] achieved this with the 22.2 multichannel
audio system for ultrahigh-definition video with 4000 scan-
ning lines and an advanced multichannel sound system with
frontal loudspeakers placed in several rows for reproducing
the live sound field.

The main purpose of the research presented in this paper
is to investigate two important factors. The first is associ-
ated with the visual angle of an object displayed on screens
of various sizes. We examined the influence of image on

virtual sound source localization depending on screen sizes.
The auditory shift in direction of the visual stimulus in the
case of each screen size may indicate that the researched
phenomenon is scalable. This aspect of the image proximity
effect was researched by Bech et al. [36] but in a different
context. Also, Emoto et al. [37] carried out a study to es-
tablish a clear and quantitative relationship between the
viewing angle of the displayed images and the viewer’s
sensation of presence while watching them.

The second phenomenon investigated was how the ob-
served image proximity effect depends on the position of
the presented object in stereoscopic depth. Within this re-
search topic other aspects of the impact of 3-D video on
sound perception were studied as well.

Two eye-gaze tracking systems were employed in the
conducted audio-visual correlation experiments. The role
of these systems was to record the subject’s fixation points
referring to his or her visual attention. The exploitation of
an eye-gaze tracking technique in the investigation of the
impact of visual stimuli on virtual sound source localization
has been published by the authors previously [38–41]. The
information about the direction of the viewer’s gaze allows
attractive elements of the presented visual content to be
tracked. These data are useful in the objectivization of the
test procedure results obtained during the subjective eval-
uation. Moreover, apart from the above mentioned context
some additional conclusions related to 3-D video content in
audio-visual correlations were drawn. They were based on
other experiments carried out and supervised by the authors
[41], [42].

It should be emphasized that the study of the interaction
of sound and visual stimuli on human perception may con-
tribute to the introduction of some changes to the prepara-
tion of audio-visual content. As was indicated, it is possible
to enhance the experience of a viewer who is watching a
movie; at the same time this enhanced experience based on
multimodal perception does not depend on the screen size.

In Section 1 all aspects of experiments conducted within
this research are addressed. This Section covers description
of experimental procedures, test conditions, characteristics
of stimuli, and subjects. In Section 2 we present analysis
of results of studied aspects, especially concerning impact
of visual angle and 3-D video content on sound perception.
Discussion to the obtained results is included in Section 3.
Final remarks of the carried out research are provided in
Section 4.

1 EXPERIMENTS

1.1 Experimental Procedure
As mentioned before, one of the aims of this paper was

to examine the influence of image on virtual sound source
localization depending on screen sizes. The visual angle
of the presented object does not depend on screen size,
as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 presents three different screen
sizes: large, medium, and small. The width of each screen
is denoted by w. It is worth noting that the visual angle of
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Fig. 1. A constant visual angle of the presented object for different
screen sizes.

Fig. 2. Two stages of the experiment depending on the employed
eye-gaze tracking system.

the displayed object (γ) is constant regardless of the screen
size.

In order to study the image proximity effect for three
screen sizes with the registration of participants’ visual at-
tention it was necessary to split the experiment into two
stages. In the first stage we researched the image proximity
effect when the research material was presented on small
and medium screen sizes. The small screen size referred to
in-flight entertainment displays used onboard aircraft, for
example. We assumed that its width was equal to 0.1425 m.
The medium screen size reflected a standard 19” computer
screen (4:3 format) with a width of 0.38 m. In the sec-
ond stage of the experiment the video content was viewed
on medium and large screen sizes. The large screen size re-
ferred to the projector screen. In our experiment the width of
the display area was 1.70 m. Samples of small and medium
display areas were presented on the computer screen. It
was dependent on the Cyber-Eye system, which requires a
constant distance between the user and the system monitor.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
shows a two-stage sample presentation. This division was
necessary because of the limited functionality of eye-gaze
tracking systems. Among the most important characteris-
tics of the eye-gaze tracking systems are their spatial and
time resolutions. The commercial gaze-tracking system em-
ployed in our experiments is characterized by an angular
(spatial) resolution equal to 0.5o and high speed (time res-
olution) equal to 60 Hz. The second eye-gaze tracking sys-
tem, developed at the Multimedia Systems Department of
the Gdansk University of Technology is called Cyber-Eye.

Fig. 3. Listening arrangement with three screen sizes, a stereo-
phonic sound system, and eye-gaze tracking system: a) top view,
b) side view.

It was presented thoroughly in our previous publications
[38–41], and thus here we recall only the temporal and
spatial features of the system, i.e., an angular resolution of
ca. 3.3o and time resolution of ca. 5 Hz [38], [39], [41].
Nevertheless, the Cyber-Eye system makes it possible to
track the viewer’s visual activity on large screens using a
special frame imitating the standard computer screen (see
Figs. 3b and 4a). Moreover Cyber-Eye works with mul-
tichannel sound, but since the first system can use only
a two-channel sound configuration, the experiments were
limited to two-channel sound presentation.

1.2 Test Conditions
The experiments were conducted in an auditory room

maintaining stable control conditions. The subjects were
not distracted and could concentrate on the displayed visual
content because lights in the auditory room were dimmed.

The presentation of the audio-video samples on small-
and medium-sized screens was associated with the com-
mercial system (the first configuration), and presentation
on large- and medium-sized screens was associated with
the Cyber-Eye system (the second configuration). The
sound stereo basis of both arrangements was set in compli-
ance with the ITU-R BS.1116-1 recommendation [43]. The
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Fig. 4. The second configuration of the listening arrangement
during the experiment: a) a subject during the experiment, b)
a view of the video content displayed on the projector screen
(subject’s perspective).

test stand configuration differed in the stereo basis width
(2.00 m in the first configuration, 2.55 m in the second)
and the distance between the subject and the screen plane
(0.60 m in the first configuration, 2.85 m in the second).
The change of the stereo basis width in the second setup is
not proportional to the change in the distance between the
subject and screen. The listening arrangement of the second
configuration is shown in Fig. 3.

Keeping the appropriate ratio of the stereo base width
and the subject–screen distance would require an increase
in the stereo basis to 9.50 m, while the maximum width of
the basis equals 3.00 m, according to the ITU-R BS.1116-
1 [43] recommendation. The optimum arrangement of the
loudspeaker sound system can be achieved if one of the con-
ditions is met. The first condition is a shift of the projector
screen toward the viewer. The second condition is the dis-
placement of the loudspeakers behind the projector screen
while maintaining the width of the stereo basis according
to the ITU-R BS.1116-1 recommendation.

Nevertheless, neither a shift of the projector screen nor
a change of the loudspeaker setup was possible in our au-
ditory room. We plan to carry out our future experiments
in surroundings that would meet the requirements stated
in the mentioned earlier recommendation and provide the
possibility of changing the distance between the projector
screen and the viewer.

Table 1. Test samples used in the basic aspect (BA) of the
investigation

Sample ID Description Visual stimulus

1BA Fragment of
Avatar movie

Character’s face located in the
center-right part of the
frame; subtle changes of the
stimulus location

2BA Fragment of
audio-video
recording of a
violin and
piano concert

Violin (and violinist) located
in the left part of the frame

It is worth mentioning that for the second arrangement
of the listening test, a special frame imitating the screen of
the eye-gaze tracking system was constructed. To provide
identical conditions of viewing and listening, each of the
subjects leaned his or her head on a special stand in a
fixed position with regard to both the center of the system
screen and the sweet spot. The stand was an element of a
slit lamp used in ophthalmic consulting rooms. The second
configuration of the listening test showing the special frame
prepared for these tests is presented in Figs. 4a and b.

1.3 Stimuli
Three groups of audio-video samples prepared using the

anaglyph technique were employed in the experiments con-
ducted according to the studied phenomenon. The first
group of samples was used in studying the so-called ba-
sic aspect of virtual sound source localization in the stereo
basis. First, they were exploited to investigate the influence
of screen size on the image proximity effect (impact of the
visual angle of the presented object on virtual sound source
localization).

Moreover, in the case of the first group of samples we
investigated the relation between the observed shift of vir-
tual sound source in the direction of the visual stimulus
and length of time during which the viewer’s attention
was focused on an object/character associated with this
sound source, since two eye-gaze tracking systems sup-
ported the experiments. A detailed sample description of
the first group is presented in Table 1.

In the case of the basic aspect of the investigation, sub-
jects evaluated the location of the sound source in the stereo
basis. Such an approach is commonly studied due to the
dominant role of vision in human perception of the sur-
rounding environment. Nevertheless, the influence of the
sound effect on the direction of the viewer’s gaze also seems
to be an interesting problem. Therefore, we decided to study
this aspect by exploiting test samples of the second group
(we called this the additional aspect).

Test samples of the second group were characterized by
the sound effect that occurred at the beginning of the sam-
ple. Both samples of the second group were fragments of
3-D movies. The viewer’s visual attention was registered
before the attractive object that was the sound source ap-
peared in the frame. A detailed description of the samples
is included in Table 2.
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Table 2. Test samples used in the additional aspect (AA) of the
investigation

Sample ID Description Audio-visual stimulus

1AA Fragment of
Avatar
movie

Steps of the robot moving
from right to left; sound of
footsteps becomes louder;
the robot appears in the
frame when the virtual
sound source location refers
to the right edge of the
screen

2AA Fragment of
Resident
Evil:
Afterlife
movie

Engine sound of an
approaching light aircraft;
sound is heard in the center
of the stereo basis and
becomes louder; the light
plane appears in the bottom
of the frame when the
engine sound is loudest

Table 3. Test samples used in the investigation of the impact of
the 3-D video on virtual sound source localization

Sample ID Description Audio-visual stimulus

3DP An object behind
the screen – in
the positive
parallax area

The object is slowly moving
along the axis of symmetry
of the screen (0o); the sound
source is a voice related to
the moving object and is
localized in the left part of
the stereo basis (–25o)

3DN An object in front
of the screen – in
the negative
parallax area

The object is slowly moving
along the axis of symmetry
of the screen (0o); the sound
source is a voice related to
the moving object and is
localized in the left part of
the stereo basis (–25o)

As mentioned before, the aim of the experiments con-
ducted was to investigate the influence of 3-D video content
on the observed image proximity effect. Specifically, we fo-
cused on the relation between the observed shift of virtual
sound source localization and the position of the 3-D object
attracting the viewer’s attention in the stereoscopic depth
(“eye-catching” 3-D object). It was noted that professional
3-D movies are mostly characterized by stereoscopic depth
related to positive parallax (a 3-D scene is perceived behind
the screen plane). This is reasonable because the area of vi-
sual comfort for 3-D perception (the so-called 3-D comfort
zone) contains an area of positive parallax for the most part
[44]. However, the impact of a 3-D image on virtual sound
source localization can be studied in a different context. We
focused on observation of the image proximity effect when
subjects concentrate their gaze on an object in the positive
parallax area (behind the screen) and in the negative par-
allax area (in front of the screen). The research material
associated with the investigated context consisted of two
prepared samples consisting of short animations (Table 3).

The main element of each animation was an object mov-
ing from background to foreground. Other fragments of the
presented 3-D scene were static and did not distract the sub-
jects. It should be noted that soundtracks of all groups of
samples were reproduced in the two-channel sound system
due to the limitation of the commercial tracking system,
which was not provided with a multichannel sound card.

It should be mentioned that stimuli contained in Tables
1 and 3 were presented twice during the experiments. The
standard procedure of virtual sound source localization re-
search was utilized. The soundtrack of each test sample
was reproduced first (unimodal stimulus). Then, the audio-
visual (bimodal) stimulus was presented.

1.4 Subjects and Their Tasks
Fifteen students of Gdansk University of Technology (5

females, 10 males) participated in our experiments (average
age: 24.27; standard deviation (S.D.) = 1.8). They did not
know about the issues related to the research topic. Each
subject sat with his or her head leaning on the special stand
in front of the monitor or projector screen as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4a. The vision and hearing acuity of all subjects
was examined during regular tests that the students of the
Sound and Vision Engineering specialization take in the
course of laboratory sessions concerning sound and vision
perception. No problems with hearing and stereoscopic vi-
sion were reported. A comfortable sound level was set the
same for all participants. Three of them wore glasses. It
should be added that both our eye-gaze tracking systems
work properly with glasses.

In the case of the basic aspect researched using the first
group of samples, the subjects’ task was to indicate the
perceived sound direction using a slider on the interface
screen. The range of possible values was referred to the
width of the stereo basis according to the ITU-R BS.1116-1
recommendation that covers all aspects of subjective quality
assessment of sound signals [43].

As mentioned before, the presentation of test samples
from Tables 1 and 3 consisted of two stages. In the first stage
the sound was presented as a unimodal stimulus, and the
virtual sound source localization determined by the listener
created a reference point. The second stage consisted in
the presentation of audio-visual (bimodal) stimuli. In both
cases the subjects’ task was to localize a virtual sound
source in the stereo basis. Subjects’ responses referring to
sound source localization were compared to the reference
location, which allowed an auditory shift of a few degrees
in the direction of the visual stimulus to be identified [24].

2 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

2.1 Analysis Assumptions
Statistical data analysis of test samples used in the ba-

sic aspect was carried out by the ANOVA test. Since each
sample was presented in two stages according to the exper-
imental setup presented in Fig. 2, the obtained results were
analyzed in two stages as well. We assumed that scalability
of the image proximity effect is observed when the null
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Table 4. The ANOVA test results for the first experiment (basic aspect)

Tobii T60 Cyber-Eye

Sample ID F p F p

1BA 33.09 0.000004 12.18 0.0016
2BA 3.32 0.079 Kruskal-Wallis: H = 11.262 0.0008

hypothesis of the ANOVA test is not rejected (homogene-
ity of the compared mean values of subjects’ assessments).
Therefore, the expected p-value should be greater than 0.05.

The analysis of results obtained during the presentation
of the second group of samples (additional aspect of the
investigation) was based on descriptive statistics. We deter-
mined the average relative time during which the subjects’
gaze was focused on the so-called expected region of inter-
est (ROI). The expected ROI is the area where the object
that is the sound source appears.

The statistical analysis of the impact of the 3-D video
content on the shift of virtual sound source localization in
the stereo basis was based on the ANOVA test and mean
value analysis. First, we compared the localization of the
virtual sound source indicated after the unimodal (sound
only) stimulation and then bimodal (audio-visual) stimula-
tion. There was an estimated shift of virtual sound source
localization (in degrees) for both 3DP and 3DN samples.
Then, the mean value of sound source localization was de-
termined for each sample. In the last step, the statistical
significance of the difference between the image proxim-
ity effects observed for samples of positive and negative
parallax areas was evaluated.

The three groups of prepared test samples refer to three
experiments. The results of the first experiment were re-
lated to subjective data. The research on the virtual sound
source shift was based on the evaluation of the statistical
significance of differences between indications of sound
source directions for unimodal and bimodal stimuli. The
conclusions drawn in the second experiment were based on
objective data acquired by the eye-gaze tracking system.
The results of the third experiment were analyzed includ-
ing subjective data (similar to the first experiment). The
first two experiments were carried out twice, employing
the commercial gaze-tracking and Cyber-Eye systems with
a time interval of a week. It was not necessary to utilize
the eye-gaze tracking systems in the case of the first exper-
iment. However, we decided to exploit the system to main-
tain the same conditions in the investigations. The third
experiment was conducted only once, with another group
of participants and at a different time to the two previous
experiments.

As mentioned above, the analysis of the results obtained
for the first and the third experiments was based on the
ANOVA test. To perform the ANOVA test it is necessary
to check that two conditions are met: a normal distribution
(examined with the Shapiro-Wilk test) and homogeneity
of variance (checked with Levene’s test) [45]. When one
of the above conditions was not met then the alternative
Kruskal-Wallis test [45] was performed.

2.2 Results for Basic Aspect Stimuli
2.2.1 Shift of Virtual Sound Source in the Stereo
Basis

Table 4 presents the results for the statistical significance
of virtual sound source shift when the video content was
displayed on the medium-sized screen. We assumed a sig-
nificance level (α) of 0.05 in the analysis of the experiment
results. According to this assumption the image proximity
effect unquestionably occurred in the case of sample 1BA

(p-value close to 0) in both sessions of this experiment. In
the case of sample 2BA, a virtual sound source shift toward
the visual stimulus was observed, but in the first session
utilizing the commercial gaze-tracking system it was not
statistically significant (p > 0.05). According to the results
of the second session the image proximity effect was con-
firmed for this sample.

2.2.2 Relation between the Observed Shift and
Viewers Visual Attention

It is worth mentioning that viewers’ visual attention
(based on data acquired from both eye-gaze tracking sys-
tems) has an impact on the observed shift of the virtual
sound source localization. We studied this relation for each
subject independently. Then, we determined the Spear-
man’s rank correlation coefficient for two vectors, the first
representing the shift of virtual sound source toward the
visual stimulus and the second, the relative length of time
for which visual attention was focused on the visual stim-
ulus. The obtained values of the correlation coefficient for
all configurations are shown in Table 5.

According to the values of the correlation coefficients
presented in Table 5 the relationship between the viewer’s
visual attention and the observed shift of the virtual sound
source localization has been demonstrated for both sam-
ples of the first group. Nevertheless, this relationship was
presented in the first session of the conducted experiments.
The results of the second test session (employing the Cyber-
Eye system) are not representative because the same group
of subjects participated in both experiments. Therefore, we
can conclude that knowing the content of the research mate-
rial has a negative influence on the reliability of the obtained
results.

2.2.3 Scalability of the Image Proximity Effect
Samples of the first group were employed to investigate

the impact of screen size on the observed image proximity
effect. This aspect is associated with scalability of the image
proximity effect and corresponds to checking whether the
visual angle of the presented object determines the observed
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Table 5. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient determined
for both sessions employing two eye-gaze tracking systems

Sample ID Tobii T60 Cyber-Eye

1BA 0.87 0.42
2BA 0.75 0.31

Table 6. Results of the ANOVA test for subjective assessments
of virtual sound source localization depending on screen size

small +
medium

medium + large

Sample ID F p F p

1BA 1.16 0.29 0.63 0.43
2BA 1.06 0.31 Kruskal-Wallis: H = 0.34 0.56

Table 7. Results for the viewers’ visual attention before the
appearance of a visual stimulus in the frame for both eye-gaze

tracking systems

Tobii T60 Cyber-Eye

Sample ID N mV A [%] N mV A [%]

1AA 5 13 10 67
2AA 14 29 5 34

where:
N – the number of subjects who focused their gaze in the ROI before the
appearance of an object associated with the sound effect heard in the
frame (the studied group consisted of 15 participants)
mV A – the mean value of the relative duration of concentration of gaze in
the ROI for all subjects who focused their visual attention on the ROI

virtual sound source shift. Table 6 includes the results of
this investigation.

The p-values obtained for both stages of this examina-
tion (dependent on screen size: small + medium, medium
+ large) for each sample are greater than 0.05. In this case
we could not reject the null hypothesis of the ANOVA test.
Consequently, the mean values of subjective evaluations of
virtual sound source location when displaying the video
content on different screen sizes are homogeneous for each
analyzed sample. In this context, we confirmed the scala-
bility of the image proximity effect. This means that the
virtual sound source shift is observed for the same visual
angle of the presented object regardless of the screen size.

2.3 Results for Additional Aspect Stimuli
Within the second experiment we investigated the addi-

tional aspect related to the influence of the sound effect on
the viewer’s direction of gaze. According to the assump-
tion of this experiment we observed the direction of gaze
of each subject at the beginning of the sample. This means
that we analyzed the subject’s visual attention before the
appearance of an object referring to the eye-catching visual
stimulus (the so-called ROI) in the frame. Table 7 includes
the results obtained from the examination of the viewer’s
visual attention with both eye-gaze tracking systems.

It is worth noting that reliable results were obtained only
for the first session of this experiment. The nature of the
test required the subjects to be unacquainted with the sam-
ple content. Therefore, although the results of the second
session of the experiment conducted using the Cyber-Eye
system are quite promising, they should be omitted in the
formulation of conclusions for this study. According to the
values included in the third column of Table 7, the subjects’
visual attention to the ROI was relatively low. Moreover, in
the case of sample 2AA only five of 15 respondents looked
toward the expected ROI. These observations allowed us to
conclude that the sound effect heard before the appearance
of the object that was the source of this sound in the frame
has an insignificant impact on the direction of the viewer’s
gaze.

2.4 Results for 3-D Content Stimuli
The third experiment consisted in studying the relation

between the observed shift of the virtual sound source and
the position of the 3-D visual stimulus in the stereoscopic
depth. First, we determined the virtual sound source shift
based on its location indicated after the unimodal stimu-
lation to the location designated after presentation of the
audio-visual sample. According to the statistical analysis
the observed shift of the virtual sound source in the di-
rection of the 3-D object is statistically significant for both
samples. For sample 3DP the value of the F test was equal to
25.62 with p = 0.000023. This means that the image prox-
imity effect occurs for 3-D content included in the positive
parallax area. Also, the results for sample 3DN indicate that
the observed shift of the virtual sound source is statisti-
cally significant (F = 12.54, p = 0.0014). Subsequently,
we decided to check whether the observed shift of the vir-
tual sound source is correlated with the type of stereoscopic
parallax. We determined the mean value (m) and S.D. for all
subjects’ evaluations in the case of each tested configura-
tion. It should be noted that the sound source was localized
in the left part of the stereo basis (–25o). According to the
data analysis performed, the mean of assessments indicat-
ing the location of the virtual sound source was equal to
–18.53o, with S.D. = 5.84. Means determined for samples
with the accompanying 3-D video demonstrated some dif-
ferences (3DP: m = –8.47, S.D. = 7.19; 3DN: m = –5.6,
S.D. = 5.47). In order to verify the statistical significance
of this discrepancy we performed the ANOVA test. The
obtained results did not confirm the expected correlation
(F = 1.41, p = 0.245). The observed shift of the virtual
sound source is greater when the 3-D object is closer to
the viewer (negative parallax) than when the object is per-
ceived behind the screen (positive parallax). However, this
relationship is statistically insignificant.

Investigation of the impact of 3-D video content
on the image proximity effect remains an open re-
search area. We plan to continue our research in this
context.

Based on the observation of the multimodal perception
presented in this paper, as well as in our previous publica-
tion [41], we may propose a simple expression for modeling
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the localization of virtual sound source (L) as a function of
audiovisual stimulus characteristics according to ( 1).

L = f

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

posi tion of visual stimulus,
character of visual stimulus

viewer ′s visual attention,

content o f audio stimulus

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (1)

3 DISCUSSION

Within this article we presented a research study on two
interesting aspects of the image proximity effect. The first
aspect was related to the influence of the screen size on the
observed shift of the virtual sound source. With regard to
the second aspect we studied the relationship between the
observed image proximity effect and the location of the 3-D
object in the stereoscopic depth. In addition, we carried out
an experiment in which we investigated the impact of the
sound effect on the direction of the viewer’s gaze. It is worth
mentioning that eye-gaze tracking systems were employed
in all experiments conducted to make the obtained results
more objective.

The image proximity effect was observed in the first ex-
periment conducted. We studied this effect by exploiting
two different visual stimuli: the face of a talking character
(1BA) and a musical instrument (violin, 2BA). According to
the obtained results, the virtual sound source shift is unques-
tionable for sample 1BA. In the case of the second sample
the image proximity effect was noted, but it achieved a sta-
tistical significance for only one session of the experiment.
These observations enable us to consider that the observed
shift of the virtual sound source depends on the video con-
tent and the type of “eye-catching” (ROI) visual stimulus.
When the viewer is focused on the character’s speech, then
he or she localizes the voice closer to the character’s face.
This means that the musical instrument attracted the sub-
jects’ attention to a lesser extent.

An important aspect of the research conducted was to
investigate the image proximity effect for the presentation
of video content on small, medium, and large size screens.
The results obtained provide clear evidence that the visual
angle of the presented object determines the image proxim-
ity effect regardless of screen size. The observed scalability
of the image proximity effect was demonstrated for two
types of audio-visual stimulus: the character’s face and the
musical instrument (the violin).

As mentioned above, an additional aspect of our studies
was to check the relation between the sound effect and the
viewer’s visual attention. We can conclude that for the tested
samples the sound effect heard before the appearance of the
sound source in the frame does not influence the direction
of the viewer’s gaze. Nevertheless, research on this aspect
should be continued in the future. We believe that spatial
sound (reproduced by the multichannel sound system) may
affect the viewer’s visual attention to a greater extent.

In the third experiment we found a difference in the
observed image proximity effect for 3-D video content pre-
sented in positive and negative parallax areas. The observed
shift of the virtual sound source is greater when the 3-D ob-

ject is closer to the viewer than when the object is perceived
behind the screen. Nonetheless, this relationship is not sta-
tistically significant (F = 1.41, p = 0.245). It is worth
mentioning that our observations were supported by the
findings of our student, who performed similar tests [42].
He noticed that 3-D objects of positive or zero parallax are
dominated by the 3-D object of negative parallax in attract-
ing the viewer’s attention. When two objects are included
in the 3-D scene, the viewer’s attention is more attracted by
the object of negative parallax. However, this domination is
observed during the first few seconds. Therefore, this con-
text should be researched further in audio-visual correlation
studies to verify our observations.

4 FINAL REMARKS

We employed two eye-gaze tracking systems in the first
two experiments: the commercial system and the Cyber-
Eye system developed at the Multimedia Systems Depart-
ment of the Gdansk University of Technology. It should
be stressed that we did not notice any significant differ-
ence between the systems in the context of the experiments
carried out. However, Cyber-Eye is provided with better
functionalities than the commercial eye-gaze tracker in the
context of audio-visual correlations research. It allows a
stereoscopic video to be displayed using any 3-D technique
and is compatible with both the stereo and surround-sound
systems. In addition, Cyber-Eye allows the viewer to be
observed when the video content is displayed on a large
projector screen.

It is worth noting that the interpretation of results ob-
tained within different researches related to audio-visual
correlation is relatively complex. Moreover, evaluation of
the sound quality may be problematic because it concerns
many aspects of assessment [46–48]. However, the use of
eye-gaze tracking technology in such experiments supports
the analysis and makes this research more objective.
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